
Lecture 1 
Moore’s Law 

• “The number of transistors per square inch in an integrated chip doubles every 18 months.” 
• The speed of the computer chip increases in proportion to the density of the transistors (density 

doubles, speed doubles.) 
• Price/ performance ratio of computers/ communication has fallen dramatically- computers are 

smaller and less expensive 
• Thus the cost to business for information storage, transmission/ communication and process is 

essentially zero 

How can I attain job security? 

• RAND Corporation suggests marketable skills are: ability to adapt to changing technology and 
shifting demands 

• Robert Reich:  
- Abstract reasoning: understand, analyse, improve conceptual models/ frameworks 
- Systems thinking: understand the linkages- inputs- processes- outputs 
- Collaboration: positive team work 
- Ability to experiment 

Skill Example 

Abstract reasoning Construct a model or representation 

Systems thinking Model system components and show how components inputs and outputs relate 
to one another 

Collaboration Develop ideas and plans with others; provide and receive critical feedback 

Experimentation Create and test promising new alternatives, consistent with available resources 

 

How does IS differ from IT? 

IT refers to methods, inventions, standards and products. IT refers to raw technology and it concerns only 
the hardware, software and data components of an information system. In contrast, an IS is a system of 
hardware, software, data procedures and people that produce information. 

• Information is created when facts/ data are put into meaningful and useful context 

How do successful business professionals use IS? 

Companies need information systems that support the work of the business professionals to achieve 
business goals. You need to be able to think creatively about problems, challenges and opportunities in 
your business and organisation, and be able to apply new technology to your business needs. 

Why learn collaboration skills? 

• Collaboration is a key business skill in the 21st century 
• Distributed collaborative tams are becoming increasingly important 
• It helps project teams become more productive and do better work 
• Collaboration skills and experiences are a marketable asset for the modern professional 

What is collaboration? 

• Collaboration occurs when two or more people work together to achieve a common goal, result or 
work product. 

• Cooperation is not collaboration 
• Collaboration requires: communication, sharing information and knowledge and combining skills 

and working together 



The importance of feedback and iteration 

• In a collaborative team, group members review each other’s work product and revise that product  
• Team members learn from each other and achieve more than working independently 

What is an effective team? 

• “A small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a common purpose, 
performance goals and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable.” 

The three characteristics of an effective team are: 

1. The team accomplishes its goals and objectives in a way that satisfies the teams sponsor’s and 
clients 

2. Over time, the team increases in capability 
3. Team members learn and feel fulfilled 

What skills are important for effective collaboration? 

• Enthusiastic 
• Curious and open minded 
• Says what they think 

How can you use collaboration systems to improve team communication? 

If you are going to collaborate on your team projects you will need to communicate, so improving 
communication capabilities is the key to collaboration success. 

• Synchronous communication: Occurs when all team members meet at the same time. E.g. 
conference calls, video conferencing, multiparty text chat 

• Asynchronous communication: occurs when team members do not meet at the same time. E.g. 
Email, discussion forums, team surveys 

How can you use collaboration systems to manage content? 

There are 3 categories of content management: 

1. No control: Will not suffice for collaborations in which there are many document versions or for 
which there is a desire for content control. Strengths include: quick and easy to set up, initially 
cheap. E.g. Email with attachments, shared files on a server 

2. Version management: Track changes to documents and provide features and functions to 
accommodate concurrent work. Strengths include concurrency, ease of operation, scalability, 
universally available. E.g. wikis, Google Docs, Windows Live SkyDrive 

3. Version control: Limits the actions that can be taken by any particular user and gives control over 
changes to documents to particular users. Each team member is given an account with a set list of 
permissions. E.g. Microsoft SharePoint 

Libraries permissions: 

• Read only 
• Read and edit 
• Read, edit, delete 
• No permission to see 

Directories can be set up so that users are required to check out documents before they can modify them- 
prevents others from editing that document until it is checked backed in. 

Choosing between version management and version control will depend on: the business scenario, the 
scale of the operation, the available budget, the distribution of contributors.  

The major issues to consider when considering a version management/ version control system: 

• Cost of the system 



• Ease of use 
• Platform on which it runs 
• Security 
• Content that can be worked on 

Possible problems/ security issues 

• Permission challenges 
• Governance/ audit trails 
• Web architecture 
• Direct database access 

Excel stuff 

• A spreadsheet is a table of data having rows and columns. Rows= numbers, Columns= letters 
• The intersection of a row and a column= cell 
• To insert new rows, click the number of the row above which you want new rows and select as 

many new rows as you want to insert. Do the same thing to delete 

 

 

 

  



Lecture 2 
How did this stuff get here? 

Even the simplest of business activities is made up of many separate business processes working together 
as an integrated system. The business must understand and then describe. Record the logic of a business 
process at an appropriate level of detail (abstraction). 

What is a business process? 

• A business process is a structured network of activities, roles, resources, repositories and data 
flows that interact to accomplish some business function.  

• Business systems are integrated processes (non-integrated= inefficient) 

What are the components of a business process? 

Defn: Activities: Transform resources and information of one type into resources and information of another 
type. Can be automated, manual or a combination of both 

Defn: Decisions: A question to be answered “yes” or “no”- provide branching points for changing the flow of 
control 

Defn: Roles: A set of procedures.  

Defn: Resources: People, facilities or computer programs that are assigned to roles. One way to improve 
business performance is to add resources to roles, whereas one way to reduce costs is to reduce the 
number of people fulfilling roles 

Defn: Repository: Collection of business records. It holds the collective memory of the organisation 
(database, spreadsheet, note book) 

Defn: Data flow: Movement of data from one activity to another or to a repository 

What is information and what are its characteristics? 

• Information is knowledge derived from data, where data is defined as recorded facts. Another 
common definition is that information is data resented in a meaningful context. 

• The characteristics of good information are: accurate, timely, relevant to both context and subject, 
just barely sufficient and worth the cost 

What is the role of information in business processes? 

The business process generates information by bringing together important items of data in a given 
context. It may turn low level information into high level information and it is useful for management and 
strategy decisions. 

The goal is to start with data, convert this data into information and then further refine the information to 
produce business intelligence. 

IS can effectively and efficiently leverage data/ information so that valuable relationships/ patterns within 
the data are revealed (data mining) 

How do information systems support business processes? 

Increasing levels of automation aim to achieve efficiencies  

 

 

	


